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Choice and constraint in migrant worker acculturation: 
towards a new approach 

Abstract:

Following the unprecedented level of immigration into the UK in recent years, the issue features on a number of policy agendas,
notably those around employment, where the impact of migrant workers and their relationships with indigenous workers have
become topics of considerable debate. In the light of the existing evidence around migrant workers’ experience of being de-skil-
led and de-valued (e.g. Anderson et al 2006, Currie 2007) as well as indigenous workers’ potential hostility emerging from their
fears of wage depression and substitution, the important question of how migrants negotiate their relationships within workp-
laces remains largely unexplored. Assuming that migrant workers are likely to be an important part of the national economy for
the foreseeable future, it is time to ask the questions of how migrants negotiate their ‘fit’ into the British work environment, and
how that is shaped and managed over time. In the first part of the paper we critically review the traditional conceptions of im-
migrant acculturation into the host society. The key concern of contemporary theories of acculturation has been with identifying
individual’s orientations and how these relate to psychological adaptation (e.g. Berry 1990, Berry and Sam 1997). Significant
here are also the models that recognise the interplay between hosts and migrants in forming the dispositions of the other. For exam-
ple, the work of Bourhis and Montreuil (2001) suggests a variety of forms that may arise from combinations of migrants and
hosts in relation to the preferred strategy of each. More recent adaptations of these frameworks have attempted to address the con-
text dependency of acculturation strategies adopted by both migrants and indigenous members (e.g. Navas et al 2005). These
latter models reveal important aspects of the divisions between public and private domains, real and ideal situations, and the ways
that these can change over time. However, it is our contention that they remain limited by their location in an overly cognitive
framework and a positivist research paradigm. In the second part of the paper we critically engage with this research and apply
a discourse analytic approach to acculturation as a means of addressing some of the issues. We argue that despite their sophis-
tication extant models reproduce overly static and de-contextualised accounts of acculturation. For instance, participants are met-
hodologically fixed into a restricted number of mutually exclusive positions (either to integrate or segregate). Moreover, these
positions are seen to point towards the same underlying attitudes within and across particular studies despite their taking place
in different socio-historical settings (Bowskill et al 2007), most particularly labour markets. Further, such models assert the in-
dividualistic nature of the processes involved, glossing the socio-political construction of the meaning and value of accultura-
tion. Locating the desire for, or opposition to, integration in the minds of individuals risks reifying the construct and shutting
down the ways in which social practices serve to privilege or denigrate particular strategies, as well as placing the burden of ad-
justment on those least able to bear it. In place of these static typologies Bowskill et al suggest acculturation issues are better analy-
sed through approaches that pay attention to ‘the micro-level construction and functions of…broader interpretive resources’ (796)
but which are supplemented by a ‘macro-level attention to more global patterns of acculturation discourse and their implicati-
ons for power relations’ (796). Following this approach we propose and operationalise a research agenda that pays close atten-
tion to the everyday accounts proffered by workplace actors detailing their ‘action-oriented function’ (Bowskill et al 2007: 799)
and exploring their patterning by broader forces within the workplace and beyond. We present evidence around the ways in which
forms of integration are positioned as moral ‘goods’; the role that indigenous workers, employers and trade unions play in such
positioning; and the ways in which such positioning is accepted/contested in everyday rhetorical practice. As such the research
shows how influential are the types of relationships between differing migrant groups, but also among members of the in-group,
in constructing identity. For instance, based on their own observations and experiences of working next to each other, Polish in-
dividuals undergo a continual process of becoming in which they set up a contrast between themselves and other members of the
in-group but also with the Romanian workers who are constructed implicitly as Poles’ opposites. This positions Polish migrant
workers outside certain anticipated norms of behaviour but also under an expectation to learn them.
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Introduction

This paper presents a further development
of the ideas presented by the authors in 2008
(Donnelly et al.). In it we outline an alterna-
tive approach to understanding the proces-
ses of acculturation experienced by migrant
workers and put this approach to work thro-
ugh a preliminary analysis of the story of a
Polish worker. 

In the context of unprecedented levels of in-
ward migration to the UK, notably from CEE
countries, over recent years, the issue has be-
come the focus of much attention, from a
number of quarters.  However, perspectives
on CEE migrants residing in the UK are am-
biguous. They are portrayed in some quar-
ters as ‘good workers’ who are praised for
possessing a strong work ethic, positive atti-
tudes to work, high levels of commitment
and a willingness to work hard for low
wages: factors that explain why they now
constitute a significant proportion of labour
throughout the UK (People Management,
2006), Even the House of Lords’ somewhat
negative report on the economic impact of
immigration (House of Lords, 2008) ack-
nowledged the diligence and motivation of
most migrant workers. Likewise, when com-
menting upon the 2006 figures from the
Worker Registration Scheme, the Home Of-
fice Minister Tony McNulty (Press Office,
2006), said that A8 migrants “are benefiting
the UK, by filling skills and labour gaps that
cannot be met from the UK-born popula-
tion”. Accordingly, many migrant workers
have been, at least until relatively recently,
officially perceived to be a valuable addition
to the resolution of labour supply problems
within sectors of the British economy. 

However, indigenous workers may feel less
sanguine towards this influx of migrant la-
bour into the domestic job market. Despite
the presumed attributes of migrant workers
and their appeal to recruiters, we might an-
ticipate a certain amount of hostility
amongst indigenous workers, arising pri-
marily from their fear of wage suppression
and job replacement. On the other hand,

migrants might not necessarily view them-
selves as being in a better economic position
than indigenous counterparts.  A growing
body of research has provided evidence for
migrants being de-skilled, de-valued, exp-
loited and discriminated against, in terms of
their pay, conditions and employability (An-
derson et al., 2006; Currie, 2007; Fitzgerald,
2006, 2007; French and Mohrke, 2006; Gaine,
2006). Given this context, issues around
workplace acculturation become important
considerations. For migrants attempting to
settle, even for a temporary period, the issue
of how to manage relationships with those
around them becomes an urgent and impor-
tant one. Even though work applications
from the eight accession countries have fal-
len to their lowest level since they joined the
EU in 2004 (Home Office, 2009), we argue
that particularly in the light of current eco-
nomic recession the issue of migrant wor-
kers’ acculturation in the workplace remains
an important one.

The research agenda to date has largely been
dominated by exercises in mapping, through
which migrants’ origins and profiles have
been charted alongside their geographical
dispersion and concentration. In addition
their utilization by occupational type has
been a focus of research effort (e.g. Ander-
son et al., 2006; Currie, 2007; Evans, 2007;
Home Office, 2007; Lsc, 2007; Salt, 2006;
Spencer et al., 2007). Welcome though these
findings are, few of the available sources of
knowledge specify how the social and recip-
rocal exchange relations between migrant
and indigenous workers, employers and/or
trade unions might be characterised at an in-
dividual company level, how these might
evolve over time and what might influence
migrants’ choice over their acculturation
into the workforce. The focus of this study is
on investigating what shapes people’s choi-
ces and how a particular group of migrant
workers position themselves within the
complex interplay of work environment
enablers and constraints. Such an insight at-
tempts to complement the existing literature
by providing a richer understanding of the
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reality of migrants’ work experiences and
their everyday struggles.

It is important to acknowledge that mig-
rants’ views and strategies of acculturation
may be highly dependent on their plans
with regard to settlement intentions (McGo-
vern, 2007). The nature of much recent mig-
ration from CEE countries differs from the
previous migratory inflows into the UK in
terms of mobility. On the one hand, a new
legal status and ability to claim EU citizens-
hip rights could encourage more prolonged
stays and greater permanence. However,
mobility could increase as borders are easier
to cross, thus facilitating more back-and-
forth movement.  Consequently EU enlarge-
ment represents a potentially crucial
transition in relation to the strategies of re-
cent migrants. Their options often become
open and dependent on potential opportu-
nities as when and where these appear.
These temporary or even circular move-
ments, however, not only make recent mig-
ration distinctive but also pose another set of
issues. Migrants’ potential lack of attach-
ment to the new country, neighbourhood,
workplace as well as indigenous workers,
employers’ lack of involvement in building
sustained relationships might result in de-
veloping diverse types of work relations.        

Bearing the above in mind but also assu-
ming that migrant workers are likely to be
an important part of the national economy
for the foreseeable future, it is time to ask
questions of how recent migrants negotiate
their ‘fit’ into the British work environment,
and how this is shaped and managed over
time. Given the perceived migrant workers’
exploitation and indigenous workers’ fears
over substitutability, a number of choices
over adaptation strategies become available
on both sides of the relationship. The di-
lemma whether to ‘rub along’ or fully assi-
milate is managed everyday, in particular in
the work environment where the potential
of tensions dominating relationships bet-
ween sets of workers is potentially severe
due to the common presence of mutual mis-
givings. 

These issues are addressed by complemen-
ting traditional typologies of acculturation
with an approach that pays close attention
to the process itself. Due to the dynamic na-
ture of migrant workers’ everyday negotia-
tion of their acculturative choices,
importance has been given to ways in which
workplace relationships between migrant
and indigenous workers as well as emplo-
yers and trade unions are shaped and main-
tained over time. It is argued here that
investigating ways in which migrants come
to choose their strategies will provide better
insight into their working life than identif-
ying the strategies alone. Because the aim of
the research agenda is to pay close attention
to everyday work experiences, the research
methods used are those of participant ob-
servation and autobiographical narrative in-
terviews. Such an approach gives not only
an insight into migrants’ acculturation prac-
tices but also illuminates the milieu in which
daily encounters between workplace actors
take place. 

Traditional concepts of acculturation

Modern theories of acculturation processes
are a major resource in the understanding of
the issues around human behaviour and ex-
periences in the context of migration and
mobility. Models are characterised by orien-
tations towards acculturation choice being
mapped onto forms of typological matrices,
in which migrant choice is claimed to be de-
termined by preferences towards ‘cultural
maintenance’ and ‘contact participation’
(e.g. Bourhis et al, 1997), or by relationships
between host and migrant communities (Pi-
ontkowski et al, 2002). From such matrices
strategic choices ‘available’ to migrants are
simply ‘read off’, with choices ranging from
integration through assimilation, separation
and marginalisation. Such matrices com-
monly have the overt intention of identif-
ying ‘consensual’, ‘problematic’ and
‘conflictual’ relations between host and mig-
rant communities, and are rooted in cogni-
tive models that are pursued through largely
positivistic forms of research. Such research
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is commonly conducted through response-
restricted questions that attempt to tap into
the respondent’s acceptance or rejection of
either host or own culture. 

A sophisticated version of this approach is
found in the work of Navas and colleagues
(2005, 2006, 2007). In making a distinction
between preferred and adopted strategies
they introduce an element of contingency
into the analysis, such that migrants are seen
to adopt strategies differentially according
to constraints such as poor language skills,
and the situation that confronts them. This
leads to the possibility that acculturation
strategies vary across domains. In particular
Navas et al (2005) assert the possibility that
the workplace may be a domain of relatively
likely integration because it represents less
of a challenge to migrant’s core values. 

Moving on

These latter models reveal important aspects
of the divisions between public and private
domains, real and ideal situations, and the
ways that these can change over time. Ho-
wever, despite their sophistication, extant
models can be seen to reproduce overly sta-
tic and de-contextualised accounts of accul-
turation. Participants are methodologically
fixed into a restricted number of mutually
exclusive positions (e.g. they can either in-
tegrate or assimilate). Such work typically
relies on Likert-scale questions about cultu-
ral attitudes, practices, or identities, as well
as questions about distress, life satisfaction
and other measures of adaptation. It seems
clear that these positions are supposed to
point towards the same underlying attitudes
within and across particular studies, despite
their taking place in different socio-histori-
cal settings (Bowskill et al., 2007), most par-
ticularly labour markets. 

Further, such models are seen to assert the
individualistic nature of the processes invol-
ved, glossing the socio-political construction
of the meaning and value of acculturation.
Assumptions that people of certain charac-
teristics are likely to adopt certain options
(e.g. perceived similarity between two gro-

ups increases the possibility of integration or
assimilation strategies) ignores the potential
influence of other factors, the context in
which acculturation takes place and the
dynamic nature of interpersonal relations.
Locating the desire for, or opposition to, in-
tegration in the minds of individuals risks
reifying the construct and shutting down the
ways in which social practices serve to pri-
vilege or denigrate particular strategies, as
well as placing the burden of adjustment on
those least able to bear it. 

Moreover, despite the welcome incorpora-
tion of context in Navas et al’s (2005) model,
the suggestion that different strategies might
be adopted in a limited range of life domains
(e.g. family, work, social relations) leaves the
conception of context somewhat static. Even
addressing the importance of intergroup re-
lations draws attention to comparisons bet-
ween the classifications assumed to be held
by majority and minority groups. In this
way differences and distinctions are reified
and the negotiation and contestation over ac-
culturation remains unseen. Consequently,
what becomes important is what strategies
different groups adopt, thereby neglecting
the significance of the process itself, in parti-
cular how individuals come to identify
themselves and what factors shape their way
towards or away from certain strategies on a
day to day basis. For us, the significant issue
is how migrants arrive at and live their ac-
culturation choices and constraints.  This is a
concern increasingly shared by others. For
example the contributors to the special edi-
tion of the International Journal of Intercul-
tural Relations (2009) all, in various ways,
point towards forms of thinking and rese-
arching that attempt to transcend the percei-
ved limitations of conceptions of
acculturation offered by traditional models.
To illustrate this point Chircov (2009a,
2009b, 2009c) commends a return to the met-
hods and conceptual frames of Thomas and
Znaniecki (1918). Through such work Chir-
cov argues for studies that identify and illu-
minate the experiences and meanings of
acculturative activity, in particular in inte-
ractions between migrants and ‘representa-
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tives of the host society’ (2009b:102).

A contemporary approach in this vein is of-
fered by Bowskill et al’s (2007) discourse
analytic approach.

A Discursive Turn

For Bowskill et al the shortcomings of extant
models are best overcome through a pers-
pective that shifts to:

examining the global patterns of accultu-
ration discourses as they are rhetorically
configured to accomplish a variety of ac-
tion-orientated, micro-level social actions.
The focus is on the ways that particular
accounts of acculturation are constructed
to achieve particular argumentative ef-
fects (2007: 796)

By this means the action-oriented negotia-
tion and deployment of acculturation disco-
urses is revealed. Further, Bowskill et al
supplement the micro-level construction of
these interpretive resources with a concern
for a macro-level analysis which draws at-
tention to power relations:

…attention to local level discursive prac-
tices occurs in tandem with concerns over
the pervasiveness of particular repertoi-
res and what might be gleaned from this
regarding existing power structures and
the ‘taken for granted’ (2007: 796)

This approach presents a distinct challenge
to the traditional typological approach out-
lined earlier. Through a focus on ordinary
language and its effects it promises to deli-
ver a fluid rather than a static conception of
acculturation, allowing a close examination
of the ways in which particular positions are
accepted/contested. In this way positions
are revealed as negotiated and reproduced
rather than simply treated as preordained.
The power of Bowskill et al’s approach is
well illustrated through their study of Bri-
tish print media debates surrounding the
issue of faith schooling in the UK. Their
analysis of press commentary illustrates the
ways in which the banality of language ser-
ved to privilege integration as the optimal
response to diversity, while simultaneously

denigrating other positions. Further, integ-
ration was often used synonymously with
assimilative outcomes while assimilation it-
self was never directly alluded to. In their
example, Muslims who were expected to in-
tegrate were positioned as current ‘outsi-
ders’ to the assumed ‘in-group’. This
‘expectation’ however served implicitly to
position Muslims as subjects of simultaneo-
usly privileged mainstream requirements. In
this fashion Muslims were pressured, insi-
diously, to conform to the ‘moral good’ of
assimilation.  

Drawing on the above, it might be assumed
that migrant workers similarly find them-
selves being positioned and pushed by for-
ces within the workplace in one direction,
presumably towards integration. What re-
mains to be explored is how this process
takes place. 

A Way Forward

In line with what has been suggested so far,
a migrant’s identity can be understood as an
ongoing process of construction and recons-
truction, a category of everyday experience
used by individuals to make sense of them-
selves in a particular situation and in rela-
tion to particular people, who might be
defined as ‘similar’ or ‘different’, ‘us’ or
‘them’. Since identity is regarded as a pro-
cess rather than an end product, the key
question is not what it is but how it has been
formed, retained and changed over time in
the course of various experiences and what
are the factors crucial to its shaping. In the
context of the workplace this leads to a focus
on significant actors and dynamic nature of
employment relations within the workplace.    

Daily interplay at work becomes the point of
departure for exploring the ways in which
differing groups of workers enact and con-
test acculturative outcomes such as whether
to ‘rub along’ together or to adopt more dis-
tancing tactics. Such an approach offers op-
portunities for recognising the ways in
which dominant and ‘transgressive’ positi-
ons are mediated and reproduced rather
than being seen as givens to be ‘read off’
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from actors. Also, the importance of the re-
search context is highlighted, recognising
that much sustained, regular, on-going rela-
tionship/interaction between migrants, in-
digenous workers, and others, takes place in
a workplace where people bring in their per-
ceptions, expectations and habits that can be
reinforced, changed or mediated by others.
What follows is an account of fieldwork de-
signed to put this framework into action.  

Method

Data has been generated by an extended pe-
riod of participant observation and narrative
interviews with Polish migrant workers in a
local food processing plant (X) on the South
coast of England. This plant was chosen as a
site where large numbers of migrant wor-
kers, predominantly of CEE origin, are em-
ployed. In the contemporary discourse
around ‘new wave’ migration Polish wor-
kers are commonly identified as the largest
and most visible element of that influx. They
are thus regarded as a suitable proxy for the
migrant work experience. It is important to
note that British workers form only a very
small part of the shop floor workforce in X.
In addition to Poles there are large numbers
of Romanians, who were the first CEE wor-
kers to be recruited, as well as small num-
bers of Portuguese, and Bangladeshis.

Participant Observation

A focus on everyday encounters between ac-
tors in the workplace suggests forms of eth-
nography as a candidate for the research
approach. 

Access to the research site was negotiated
and relatively unrestricted right of entry to
the factory was granted. The first stage of
data collection commenced on the factory
shop floor and was conducted by the princi-
pal author over a period of three months.
Observations took place across a number of
departments throughout the shop floor and
with different shift teams. During this time
the researcher actively participated in food
production and packing. This enabled her to
work alongside co-workers from a number
of different countries, as well as indigenous

workers and managers. 

Many migrant workers displayed an open-
ness and enthusiasm for working and tal-
king to the researcher who was perceived to
be not only ‘new blood’ but also a link bet-
ween them and the ‘managers upstairs’. Ho-
wever, due to the physical attributes of the
research setting (noise of the working mac-
hines) combined with the nature of factory
work itself (working on the line) people’s
potential willingness to talk about themsel-
ves and the factory could rarely be utilised
apart from short break times in the canteen.
Consequently observation has been follo-
wed up by a series of interviews designed to
pursue themes of interest. The field notes of
the factory setting, rules of behaviour, and
types of relationships people have with each
other, as well as their attitudes and percep-
tions on certain issues have provided a rich
source for contextualizing the interviewees
talk.

Narrative Interviews

Interviews were conducted using narrative
forms with a number of respondents. This
form of interviewing was chosen due to its
inherently social character, revealing perso-
nal experiences and broader patterns of ins-
titutional change:

The stories people tell, from such a pers-
pective, are not isolated, individual affa-
irs, but reflect and constitute the dialectics
of power relations and competing truths
within the wider society (Bron and West,
2000: 159)

This technique takes language seriously and
acknowledges it to be a medium of exc-
hange. In this way the dynamics of migrant
workers and their acculturative choices were
revealed. 

Preliminary Analysis

Early analysis confirms the expectations of
our approach in revealing acculturative stra-
tegies of migrant workers that evolve as a re-
sult of new circumstances in which they find
themselves. Individuals make a number of
decisions, whether strategic or more reac-



tive, in terms of their fitting into a new envi-
ronment but these are always likely to ref-
lect their current situation. Thus, even
though an individual makes a particular de-
cision, it may change as time elapses and
new conditions prevail. How these shape
migrants’ acculturative choices will be illus-
trated by the story of an interviewee: Kasia. 

Kasia

Kasia is a 25 years old university educated
migrant from Poland. She came to the UK in
2006 together with her class mate who had
already had an employment contract arran-
ged with one of the agencies in Southamp-
ton. This was a largely spontaneous
decision, on the back of a breakdown in a
personal relationship. He promised Kasia to
fix her up with a job once they got to En-
gland, but the reality turned out to be diffe-
rent.

He hadn’t mentioned before that I would
have to fight for a contract myself. I just
came here completely unaware. 

However, she quite easily found a job thro-
ugh a Polish recruiter who gave her a lot of
papers to fill in and told her that an English
language test would be conducted when she
got to the factory. Then she was given the
address. Kasia got to the place (a food pro-
cessing plant), went through some medical
examinations and passed the language test.
After two days of safety and food hygiene
training, however, she still did not know
what kind of job she was supposed to do. On
the third day she started having doubts.

So we put on those boots, coats and caps
(…) when I saw myself in the mirror I co-
uldn’t believe it was me (…). We went
downstairs and those people were like
some ants…and we like aliens, as if no-
body noticed us. But later we could feel
that they were saying of us: ‘O they are
the ones who started with contracts stra-
ight away.’ There was already that accu-
sation of starting a job with the company
instead of going through the agency first,
like everybody else…When I saw the
place I broke down, I completely broke

down. For the first 3 hours I couldn’t
shake it off…During my first week I met
a boy who lived in my village and I met
him in X. And this is how my story began.

…When I was calling my parents I was
telling them that I worked in some Chi-
nese factory. When you enter the factory
you have to use that passageway with
wires and you feel as if you were going to
be executed in a moment or like in a pri-
son where prisoners go for walks.

For Kasia, her early experiences of the plant seem
overwhelming. Already she notes hostility among
differing groups of workers, not least compatri-
ots, and the sheer physicality of the setting seems
to affect her physically too. This accords with fi-
eldnotes gathered during the phase of participant
observation ‘the atmosphere of the factory re-
minds me of a modern labour camp
type….or maybe I slightly exaggerate….but
the pace of work is actually unbelievable and
it is enough to slow down a little bit to hear
your supervisor’s voice behind your back to
hurry up’. This imagery of the labour camp is
worthy of note, particularly in the context of Po-
land’s history where such a metaphor has stri-
king potency. It was an image also used by others
and resonates throughout the study. It is often
referred to in relation to the physical attributes
of the plant but also in relation to work organi-
zation, such as work pace, status rivalry, and
close supervision. One may suppose that this
strong reaction to the workplace is sharpened by
the contrast between the aspirations of highly
educated young workers and the brute reality of
Fordist food production.

For Kasia the beginning was a tough time.
Line leaders did not let her do her designa-
ted job, there was no training, and nobody
showed her her duties. So she was only clea-
ning around the lines, helping others and
watching how things are done. The first day
was a shock but she did not want to go home
to Poland, she did not want to give up so
quickly. Still, she cried every time she got
home and kept calling her parents.

It was autumn when she started working in
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the factory and Christmas came quickly but
she could not go home – the factory is al-
ways busy at Christmas time and employees
are not allowed to take holiday until mid Ja-
nuary. So she spent Christmas with a Polish
friend, mainly crying on the phone when
calling her family and friends back in Po-
land. 

This migration cost me a lot at the begin-
ning. Separation from my family, it was
really hard time for me at the beginning.
Christmas time was particularly tragic.
When you can’t take any days off and
you can’t go home for Christmas. It’s
been like that for three years, or Easter
even for four years. This is the worst
when you have to stay here for Christ-
mas. But at the beginning, when I was
alone at Christmas time, I thought I
would go completely crazy.

Kasia feels extremely bad as a result of new cir-
cumstances she finds herself in and keeps coming
back to the place she is comfortable with. She does
it within limits of available possibilities – she can-
not go home so she escapes by calling her family
and friends who stayed in Poland. Her contact
with Poland is now limited but that makes it
more valuable.

Now, after 3 years, she is used to spending
Christmas away from family. She met her
husband in the factory and she is starting a
new family with him so going home for
Christmas is not that important anymore 

I think that I have acclimatized myself
here. At the beginning of course I was
scared of everything. I was afraid of
going out…now I’m ashamed of talking
about it but I was looking around on the
street, I don’t know, to make sure that no-
body followed me. I had it somewhere in-
side of me that you have to be very
careful, it was until I became accustomed
to it. So it was very difficult at the begin-
ning….but now it’s ok. The only thing I
would like to change is the job into so-
mething more developmental.

Later she comments:

By saying that I have acclimatized myself

I mean that I have started feeling at home
here, as if it was my place in the world. It
started to feel ok, I started to feel good
here. I love this town and I don’t want to
leave. It is beautiful. At some stage I just
started to feel that this is my place, place
where I want to be. It’s not like I’m a Pole
and I want to go back to Poland. No, I
don’t want to go back to Poland. I had
been thinking whether to come back, save
some money and come back, or stay for a
really long time but I finally decided to
stay because I feel good here. We decided
to buy a flat here, to start our family here
because England is not a bad country,
right? It is a country of many opportuni-
ties and the only thing you have to do is
reach for it. And I want to do that, I feel
that I can achieve something here, more
than in Poland because I have always
wanted to speak English, to speak En-
glish fluently and I want to do something
more to speak fluently. Because if I want
to stay here permanently then I don’t
want other people to do things for me. I
just want to be able to develop and live
normally. I don’t miss Poland, or my fa-
mily that much, because even if you live
in another city in Poland you can still
miss your family, it is normal. I just do
miss other places, because this place I
have found is my place. I don’t know
what’s going to happen in 2 or 3 years
time. Now I know it’s ok.

Here Kasia exhibits many of the concerns that a
new migrant would express in moving to an ur-
banised setting in a new country, from a familiar
rural context. She now seems to acknowledge a
relatively settled existence, except in relation to
the workplace, suggesting that she has been able
to reach an accommodation with aspects of her
life outside the workplace, but not within it. She
elaborates this in more detail:

Generally speaking, X as a place where…
right now I have that comparison, when I
work with those managers from upstairs,
those who manage the factory and those
managers from downstairs…there is that
difference in being well-mannered
among those people, hmm in one’s man-



ner, generally speaking that self-preser-
vation instinct of people who work in the
office and those who work in production,
on the shop floor…there is an enormous
gap. Of course, not in all case because
there are also well-mannered people on
the shop floor, I can’t pigeonhole people,
but in majority…I’m not talking about
those ordinary workers who work on the
line, [and] pack; I’m talking about those
who manage, about line leaders, team lea-
ders, managers. This is how I see these
things; that there is no respect for wor-
kers. Nobody talks openly about discri-
mination; and there is discrimination!
There is no way they could excuse them-
selves that there is no discrimination. For
example, one day…if we are talking
about Romanians, majority of them are of
the Orthodox faith, right? Their Easter
was week after ours and when we had
Easter people couldn’t take any day off
and in addition to that there were no
agency workers because presumably they
had been told they weren’t needed. When
Romanians had their Easter a week later,
agency workers were not sent home
while 5 Romanian workers from our team
were allowed to go home. They always
find some excuses, either lack of experi-
ence, or inability to evaluate situations
properly, and how are we supposed to
feel? Even if we don’t have that day off
you can always make some other arran-
gements. In another department, for ins-
tance, they could come earlier to work
and leave at 2pm. 

For Kasia the realities of the workplace are struc-
tured by discrimination, among both shop floor
workers and among the hierarchy of manage-
ment. This is her first mention of Romanians, but
they form an important part of our story, being
the focus of a number of respondents. They form
a large proportion of the line leaders and are com-
monly employed on differing terms to the Poles
and other workers, typically being signed up to
full contracts from the start of employment. Poles
and others typically are obliged to go through
agencies and only gain full contracts later. From
Kasia’s story we can deduce a tension between

the Romanians and others, and an apparent wil-
lingness on the part of Romanian managers to fa-
vour the Romanian workers. She draws a
contrast between the English managers at higher
levels in the organization and those on the shop
floor, noting that the majority of those upstairs
behave in an acceptable fashion.

Kasia recounted a number of stories in
which the nationality of the participants was
held to be a factor in their behaviour:

…..my manager was mostly angry about
the fact that I didn’t accept everything he
was telling me, that I was mouthing off.
But it is impossible for me that somebody
insults me and I keep quiet. He has no
right. He can and I can’t? Why? Because
he is the manager and Romanian and I
am Polish and his subordinate, right?
This is how I see these things. But, hmm,
I don’t know why it is like that. Because
the previous manager, he was English,
and he really treated everybody equally.
There were no exceptions. If someone did
something wrong then the appropriate
measures were taken against that person,
no matter whether he/she was Polish,
Romanian, English, Czech or Slovak, any-
body…

I think that it is as if there was a fight bet-
ween Poland and Romania at X. Because
there are a lot of Poles and a lot of Roma-
nians. And, Poles also want to achieve so-
mething there, right? But Romanians are
the ones who want to rule there, but Poles
don’t want to give up. Poles are very te-
nacious nation so there are many argu-
ments, conflicts. But when majority of
managers are Romanian…why don’t we
have a single Polish manager? Because
Romanians always block Poles; because
Romanian manager will never let a Pole
make a mark, he will never let a Pole suc-
ceed or come to “power” that he has. Be-
cause then they would be equal, and it
can never be! A Romanian is supposed be
above a Pole.

These fragments of story illustrate the ways in
which questions of nationality and identity are
imbricated in common tales of workplace strife
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and friction. For Kasia there seems to be a ten-
sion between being Polish and having to be sub-
servient to a Romanian manager. In response to
a question about who the managers should be, she
posits a notion of ‘neutrality’:

Interviewer: You also mentioned during
our last interview that the only English-
man who works in your department is so
obedient to the Romanian manager and
that he is shaking in his shoes and that
you are surprised with that behaviour.
Why do you find it so peculiar? 

Kasia: Because he is English, he is at
home, this is his country and I think that
in such a factory, in such a place, an En-
glish person should be a manager, I’m not
talking about those upstairs, but those
downstairs who manage other people
should be neutral, somebody who would
treat everybody equally, who is objective.
So far there was only one objective mana-
ger, he was English, others were very bia-
sed. But going back to that English boy
who has been working in that depart-
ment for 12 years, ehmm, I can’t imagine
that such a person ehmm his English is
perfect, after all he was born here, and it
is so easy to find a job here, it isn’t diffi-
cult. If you have some skills and willing-
ness to do something, you will get that
job. So, I’m surprised, that an English-
man, young Englishman who would
wear a suit and tie at work and do so-
mething really cool, he packs pies and is
obedient to a manager who is Romanian
and he is afraid of him; it shouldn’t be
like that! He is English! I don’t know,
maybe it is his lack of ambition, maybe he
simply doesn’t want it, right? But if I were
him, I would never let it happen. I would
tell them that I want to try, I would want
them to offer me something better be-
cause it is my country so why should I be
disadvantaged because of others? It is
right that we come here and take jobs
from Englishmen but on the other hand,
as we can see from that example, I don’t
think they want that better job. Are they
lazy, or unambitious? 

For Kasia such ‘neutrality’ is bound up with ‘ob-
jectivity’ such that people will be treated the
same, and she sees English managers as the app-
ropriate persons to carry this out. In addition she
condemns the idea that an English person should
be subservient to Romanians. There is an element
of fantasy about Kasia’s image of British mana-
gers, and indeed of British workers. What is mis-
sing is any sign of overt, or even implicit pressure
to conform to British ways of being.

Things in the workplace have also changed
for her. She was offered to participate in a
new project in the factory, but some prob-
lems endure:

I think I have worked out for me quite a
good position in the factory because pre-
viously…I was Quality Assurance but
now I mean, I’m still that QA but I’m not
doing that job, I’m working on docu-
ments, there is that new project in X, I’m
trying to work on those documents but
my [Romanian] manager keeps distur-
bing my work. And the situation right
now is that I really want to do that job be-
cause it is very interesting and it some-
how develops my skills and he is trying
to obstruct it because, I suspect that, it is
because I’m not from his country, other
nationals are trying to achieve something
here.

Promotion at work has reinforced Kasia’s posi-
tive attitude towards the place. She does not refer
to the workplace as ‘a Chinese factory’ now, but
just’ the factory’, as if it was already a different
place for her. She might feel she starts belonging
to this place because this is where her abilities,
skills and characteristics have been recognised. 

But this has not been done without fighting
for rights and striving to change at least
some of the factory behaviours. Her prob-
lems with supervisors and managers from
the shop floor started straight from the be-
ginning because they did not show emplo-
yees any respect:

Let’s treat each other like humans…but
he [the manager] made me cry just on the
shop floor (…) and I’m this kind of per-
son who will never let other people of-
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fend or humiliate me…in some way he
was doing emotional damage to me, he
was making fun of me in front of other
employees.

For her this is where all conflicts start be-
cause people do not respect each other.
While some people accept the humiliation as
long as they are paid for the job they are
doing, she values honour more than money. 

They don’t have easy life with me; I’m not
quiet and if I don’t like something I just
talk about it. I’m not going to sit as quiet
as a mouse because I earn for living here.
We are in the European Union, and I can
work in its every country, and I shouldn’t
be discriminated against or treated diffe-
rently.

Kasia has become an active trade union mem-
ber and, together with her shop steward, she
writes a lot of petitions and complaints about
unfair and discriminatory acts that take place
on the shop floor. 

Kasia seems to be very sensitive to observing the
most basic human rights and she disagrees with
ways employees are treated in the factory. Despite
the previous impression of her readiness to integ-
rate, she does not accept everything that takes place
in the plant. She gets upset and helps her compat-
riots when they face unfairness.

Because of Kasia’s increased contact with the
managers from upstairs, her English has be-
come more fluent and she has become proud
of herself that she can organise everything on
her own and she can say everything she
wants to say. And she realises that it is very
inconvenient for the managers from the shop
floor.

They don’t really like me, they would rat-
her get rid of me (…) They think that what
I’m doing now [new project] is unneces-
sary (…) they don’t understand how im-
portant it is (…) They don’t care about the
project so they are trying to obstruct my
work by not giving me time to do the pa-
perwork.

Kasia feels that Poles are discriminated aga-
inst by Romanian managers and therefore she
does not see her future on the shop floor. Her

ambition is to develop professionally and
work in a place she feels good at, for instance
in an office, and she feels she is on the right
track for this. Working upstairs would enable
her to learn idiomatic English. That would
help her to live ‘normally’ in this country – to
understand everything people say to her and
avoid the embarrassment of misunderstan-
ding, or to watch TV without checking words
in a dictionary. These things are important if
she plans to stay in the UK permanently. She
has just got married and bought a flat. She
would like to have a baby and if it is a girl she
will name her Zuzia – her roots are Polish so
the name has to be Polish as well. Kasia is
proud of her Polishness, culture she was bro-
ught up and religion. She says:

I will never be one of them. I’m a Pole and
I’m proud of my nation. I’m proud that we
are so intelligent that we can come to a fo-
reign country and speak fluently in their
language, live normally here without any
problems. This is what I’m proud of, more
than I would be if I was an Englishman, for
example. I’m not going to apply for a Bri-
tish passport, that’s for sure. I’m proud
that I’m a Pole.

Discussion

This story illustrates a number of important
issues about the ways in which recent mig-
rants negotiate their acculturation choices in
the contemporary UK workplace. Among the
familiar account of homesickness and the
shock of mass food production, Kasia’s acco-
unt is suffused with notions of Polishness that
she sees to be threatened. From the beginning
she identifies differential treatment between
Poles and others in respect of religious obser-
vance, as well as privileges offered to non-
Poles such as overtime opportunities and line
management opportunities. She tells a story
of acclimatization however, in which she po-
sits herself as becoming accustomed. Her pri-
mary focus here is on society in general and
she makes a point of contrasting her acclima-
tization at home with dissatisfaction at work,
complaining that her job is non-developmen-
tal. The role of other nationalities in this is pa-
ramount for Kasia. For her Romanians are
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favoured above Poles and all others. Interes-
tingly her proposed solution to these prob-
lems is through an appeal to a supposed
‘neutrality’ and ‘objectivity’ of the British
upper managers. It seems not to occur to
Kasia that the upper managers might be com-
plicit in the situation, deliberately promoting
Romanians. We have no direct evidence of
this although a conversation with a British
manager during the observation phase sug-
gested a preference for Romanians due to
their compliance.

An important element at work in Kasia’s story
is a notion of normality. For her the learning
of idiomatic English is a passport to functio-
ning ‘normally’ in a land where, in contrast to
Poland, ‘[there are] many opportunities, and
the only thing you have to do is reach for it’.
However, her own attempts at advancement
have been mixed, due, in her account, to the
hostility of Romanian line managers, ‘they so-
metimes behave as if it was their factory’.

Kasia’s story reveals a complex and contra-
dictory set of discourses at work: common
workplace strife is shot through with notions
of identity, the assumed identity of others,
and complex notions of normality. In contrast
to the static typologies of extant theorising in
this field what is revealed through the discur-
sive turn is a rich picture of individuals
struggling to comprehend and manage the
pressures of ‘being migrants’ in the contem-
porary workplace.

Significantly, and in contrast to Bowskill et al,
this workplace, at least on the basis of our pre-
sent knowledge, appears to exhibit few expli-
cit pressures towards assimilation. Indeed the
management of the organization seem content
with the status quo. Returning to the theme
with which we began this paper the perceived
character of Poles may be the key to this. In
contrast to the ‘threatening’ Muslims of Bows-
kill’s work we may perhaps see Poles as offe-
ring a non-threatening, indeed positive,
alternative to British workers. In such cir-
cumstances organizational managements
have no need for assimilative strategies. This
is an early and speculative conclusion, and
more work is underway to test its veracity.
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